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The book is a rich treasure of administrative experience relating to a whole range of development programmes taken up in the
early years of post-independent India. The successive chapters of the book dealing with different assignments are administrative
case studies, which are as interesting as they are instructive. Successful implementation of development programmes has many
dimensions & 150; programme planning, organization building, coordination between different agencies, human resource
development etc. But even more important than these technical aspects are the character of administration and attitudes, which
the civil servants bring to bear on their work. Is administration people-oriented? Do the civil servants have a sense of dedication
and idealism? If these were missing, the goals of good governance would remain elusive. The book hopefully may provide the
needed corrective to governance. All those who are interested in better administrative performance would find the book valuable.
The Poems Here Are Full Of Remarkable Poise. They Fortunately, Lack The Dry, Intellectual Precision In Form And Language
And Self-Conscious, Nervous Imagery Of Some Of Our Indian Poets In English.
In Bollywood, anthropologist and film scholar Tejaswini Ganti provides a guide to the cultural, social and political significance of
Hindi cinema, outlining the history and structure of the Bombay film industry, and the development of popular Hindi filmmaking
since the 1930s. Providing information and commentary on the key players in Bollywood, including composers, directors and stars,
as well as material from current filmmakers themselves, the areas covered in Bollywood include: history of Indian cinema main
themes and characteristics of Hindi cinema significant films, directors and stars production and distribution of Bollywood films
interviews with actors, directors and screenwriters. Anyone interested in, or studying Bollywood cinema will find this a valuable
purchase.
Vols. 3- include Bulletin of the Czechoslovak Oriental Institut, no. 1In the decades following India's opening to foreign capital, the city of Bangalore emerged, quite unexpectedly, as the outsourcing
hub for the global technology industry and the aspirational global city of liberalizing India. Through an ethnography of English and
Kannada print news media in Bangalore, this ambitious and innovative new study reveals how the expanding private news culture
played a critical role in shaping urban transformation in India, when the allegedly public profession of journalism became both an
object and agent of global urbanization. Building on extensive fieldwork carried out with the Times of India group, the largest media
house in India, between 2008 and 2012, Sahana Udupa argues that the class project of the 'global city' news discourse came into
striking conflict with the cultural logics of regional language and caste practices. Advancing new theoretical concepts, Making
News in Global India takes arguments in media scholarship beyond the dichotomy of public good and private accumulation.
For almost half a century, the Miss India competition has been a prominent feature of Indian popular culture, influencing, over time,
the conventional standard for female beauty. As India participates increasingly in a global economy, that standard is gradually
being shaped by forces beyond the country’s borders. Through the unexpected lens of the 2003 beauty pageant, Susan Dewey’s
Making Miss India Miss World examines what feminine beauty has come to mean in a country transformed by recent political,
economic, and cultural developments.
On the philosophy of Aurobindo Ghose, 1872-1950; comprises selection of papers presented at different seminars held in 1972.
This book looks at the study of ideas, practices and institutions in South Asian Islam, commonly identified as ‘Sufism’, and how
they relate to politics in South Asia. While the importance of Sufism for the lives of South Asian Muslims has been repeatedly
asserted, the specific role played by Sufism in contestations over social and political belonging in South Asia has not yet been fully
analysed. Looking at examples from five countries in South Asia (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Afghanistan), the
book begins with a detailed introduction to political concerns over ‘belonging’ in relation to questions concerning Sufism and
Islam in South Asia. This is followed with sections on Producing and Identifying Sufism; Everyday and Public Forms of Belonging;
Sufi Belonging, Local and National; and Intellectual History and Narratives of Belonging. Bringing together scholars from diverse
disciplines, the book explores the connection of Islam, Sufism and the Politics of Belonging in South Asia. It is an important
contribution to South Asian Studies, Islamic Studies and South Asian Religion.
Biographical dictionary of Lingayat women, most from Karnataka.

Ooru (Uru): A Village, A Town. All Non-Dalit Castes-From The Brahmins And The Land-Owning Castes To The Service
Castes Like The Barbers-Live In The Ooru, And It Contains The SettlementýS Main Temples. Keri(Kýri): Keri Is The
Ward Where The Dalits Live; It Is Separate From The Main Body Of The Village. Keri Also Means A Street. This Book
Attempts A New Imaging Of The Dalit Personality.
Kannada-English Dictionary by Rev. F. Kittel 1894 ??.??: ? ??????? ????????? ??? ???? ??????? ???????? ???????????
??? ???????????. ????? ????????? ??????. Note: All proceeds from the sale of this book will be donated to charitable
organizations. Thank you in advance.
We feel proud to present this book, so that you can learn and understand Kannada through English, though your mother
tongue is not Kannada. It presents the words and sentences formation in a very simple and easy-to-understand way, in
order to apply these in the daily chorus. At last, this book becomes very handy to have grip our Kannada language.
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